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A Frog's Life Nov 02 2022
Introduces the frog and its life
cycle, from its beginnings with
a female frog in a pond to the
young adult form ready to
begin the cycle anew.
A Frog's Dangerous Home May
04 2020 "A yellow-legged frog
wakes from hibernation is on
the hunt for a meal and a mate.
Pollution, invasive fish, and a
deadly fungus make his day
dangerous. Will he survive until
he can find a mate? This
narrative nonfiction title
includes a range map, notes on
how to help frogs and other
amphibians, further resources,
and a glossary"-My Favorite Animal: Frogs
Jun 16 2021 What's your
favorite animal? In My Favorite
Animal: Frogs, students will
learn amazing facts about
frogs. Each My Favorite Animal
book features interesting nonfiction at a 2nd-grade reading
level paired with questions
throughout the text to check
the reader's comprehension.
Sample Text: Frogs are
amphibians. They live part of
their lives in the water and part
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

on land. Frogs live in many
different environments and on
every continent except
Antarctica. However, most of
them live in warmer, tropical
climates.
A Frog's Life Aug 31 2022 A
stunningly illustrated
introduction to our planet's
many frog species! Frogs,
frogs, and more frogs! This
exciting survey of the world's
frog species will introduce
children to varieties as diverse
as the golden poison frog (the
planet's most toxic animal), the
Amau frog (so tiny it's no
bigger than a housefly), and
the Chinese gliding frog (which
can "fly" up to 17 feet)! Their
different hunting techniques,
preferred foods, body types,
and methods of defense are
covered, as are the universal
basics of the frog life cycle.
Colorful, scientifically accurate
illustration is paired with a
distinguished nonfiction
writer's plain, energetic text in
this excellent introduction to
the diversity and fundamentals
of frogs. Back matter includes
information on frog
disappearances and Online Library
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conservation efforts. A Cybils
Awards Finalist in the
Elementary Nonfiction
category!
Frogs Jun 04 2020 Hello, bees
and butterflies. Hello, cheetahs
and eagles. Hello, fun! The
popular Seedlings series from
Creative Education now offers
irresistible introductions to five
more wild animals and three
familiar insects. Written in a
friendly voice, filled with
dynamic photos, and featuring
text crafted for the youngest of
readers, these newest books
touch upon the bodies,
behaviors, habitats, and family
relationships of living things. A
wonderful introduction to an
informational text format, put
these irresistible titles on your
shelves and plant the seeds of
knowledge! This title is a
kindergarten-level introduction
to frogs, covering their growth
process, behaviors, the waters
they call home, andsuch
defining physical features as
their jumping legs.
Tree Frogs Dec 11 2020 The
colors of most tree frogs help
them blend in with their
surroundings. But when
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startled, some tree frogs shock
predators with their brightly
colored eyes. Beginning
readers will be surprised by
other cool facts about tree
frogs in this eye-catching title.
Tree Frog Aug 26 2019 "In this
book, young readers will learn
about the diet, life cycle,
habitat, and behavior of tree
frogs."-A Wood Frog's Life May 16
2021 Examines the life cycle of
a Nature Upclose: A Wood
Frog's Life
Life Cycle of a Frog Jun 28
2022 An introduction to the life
cycle of a frog from the time it
is a tiny egg laid in water until
it is two years old.
A Frog's Life Cycle Nov 21
2021 The process of a new life
starting is fascinating Watch a
frog grow from an egg to a
hopping amphibian. Young
readers will learn about the
stages in a frog's life, including
how and what they eat and
what happens to them in the
winter. The life cycle of a frog
is a fun thing to see
I Don't Want to Be a Frog Jan
30 2020 The hit book about a
willful young frog withOnline
a Library
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serious identity crisis and his
heard-it-all-before father.
Perfect for fans of Mo
Willems’s Don’t Let the Pigeon
Drive the Bus! and Jon
Klassen’s I Want My Hat Back!
Frog wants to be anything but
a slimy, wet frog. A cat,
perhaps. Or a rabbit. An owl?
But when a hungry wolf
arrives—a wolf who HATES
eating frogs—our hero decides
that being himself isn’t so bad
after all. In this very silly story
with a sly message, told in
hilarious dialogue between a
feisty young frog and his heardit-all-before father, young
readers will identify with little
Frog’s desire to be something
different, while laughing along
at his stubborn yet endearing
schemes to prove himself right.
And look for the hilarious
sequels—I Don't Want to Be
Big, There's Nothing to Do!,
and I Don't Want to Go to
Sleep. ★ "First-time author
Petty’s dialogue between a frog
father and his son makes its
point about accepting one’s
nature with a big grin. . . . The
story might create similar
gratitude in the minds of
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

readers—or it might just make
them giggle."—Publishers
Weekly, STARRED REVIEW "A
lively look at selfacceptance."—Kirkus Reviews
"This amusing story ends with
a laugh and a much more
content frog."—School Library
Journal "Silliness and deadpan
humor combine into a hopping
good story of being happy with
who you are."—Booklist "A
paean to self-acceptance
wrapped in snappy dialogue
and illustrated with richly
colored comic
paintings."—Wall Street
Journal "Petty and Boldt
provide just enough
predictability to hook youngest
readers, then deliver a
delightful twist or two to create
surprise and satisfaction—for
both the green hero and the
many fans he'll make with this
book."—Shelf Awareness "This
lighthearted exploration of
identity will delight as a
readaloud."—The Bulletin of
the Center for Children's Books
A Butterfly's Life Sep 27
2019 Introduces the butterfly
and its life cycle, from hatching
from an egg to becoming
a
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caterpillar, chrysalis, and
finally an adult butterfly.
A Frog's Life Apr 26 2022
Provides information on frogs
in general by looking at the
specific example of leopard
frogs.
A Frog's Life Cycle Mar 02
2020 "Frogs, frogs, frogs.
There are frogs everyehere but
where do they come from? The
wonders of a frog's life cycle
will charm us all" -- cover.
If You Hopped Like A Frog
Oct 09 2020 How far could you
hop? If you hopped like a
frog...you could jump from
home plate to first base in one
mighty leap! Did you know that
a frog can jump 20 times its
body length? Or that an ant can
lift an object 50 times its own
weight? Read this book and
find out what you could do -- if
you had the amazing abilities
of animals! And there are
endless possibilities for making
more hilarious comparisons of
your own. Get ready for ratio
and proportion like you've
never seen them before!
The Life Cycle of a Frog Mar
26 2022 Describes how frogs
develop from eggs to tadpoles
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

to froglets to adult frogs.
A Frog's Life Oct 01 2022
Introduces the frog and its life
cycle, from its beginnings with
a female frog in a pond to the
young adult form ready to
begin the cycle anew.
From Tadpole to Frog Aug 19
2021 Follows the development
of a frog from the egg its
mother lays, to the tadpole that
swims underwater, to the fully
developed frog that hops on
land.
Happy Hermit Crabs Oct 21
2021 Hermit crabs have 10
legs and switch shells when
they get too big for their
current shell. The answers to
many questions about hermit
crabs are found in this
bilingual book. English
language learners discover
how to take care of these
fascinating pets through
accessible text presented in
both English and standard
Latin American Spanish.
Detailed photographs are
presented alongside engaging
and informative text in a way
that makes learning about
these pets educational and
entertaining.
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Who Will Run the Frog
Hospital? Oct 28 2019
"Touches and dazzles and
entertains. An enchanting
novel." --The New York Times
In this moving, poignant novel
by the bestselling author of
Birds of America we share a
grown woman’s bittersweet
nostalgia for the wildness of
her youth. The summer Berie
was fifteen, she and her best
friend Sils had jobs at
Storyland in upstate New York
where Berie sold tickets to see
the beautiful Sils portray
Cinderella in a strapless
evening gown. They spent their
breaks smoking, joking, and
gossiping. After work they
followed their own reckless
rules, teasing the fun out of
small town life, sleeping in the
family station wagon, and
drinking borrowed liquor from
old mayonnaise jars. But no
matter how wild, they always
managed to escape any real
danger—until the adoring Berie
sees that Sils really does need
her help—and then everything
changes.
A Plague of Frogs Jun 24
2019 Analyzing the startling
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

1995 discovery of frog
mutations around the globe,
the author discusses the
scientific attempt to identify
the cause of this problem,
which could be an early
warning of major
environmental catastrophe.
Tadpoles to Frogs Nov 09 2020
Looks at the life cycle of pond
frogs and tree frogs, following
their metamorphosis from
tadpoles to adult amphibian.
Eat That Frog! Feb 22 2022
Every idea in this book is
focused on increasing your
overall levels of productivity,
performance, and output and
on making you more valuable
in whatever you do. You can
apply many of these ideas to
your personal life as well. Each
of these twenty-one methods
and techniques is complete in
itself. All are necessary. One
strategy might be effective in
one situation and another
might apply to another task. All
together, these twenty-one
ideas represent a smorgasbord
of personal effectiveness
techniques that you can use at
any time, in any order or
sequence that makes sense
to
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you at the moment. The key to
success is action. These
principles work to bring about
fast, predictable improvements
in performance and results.
The faster you learn and apply
them, the faster you will move
ahead in your career guaranteed! There will be no
limit to what you can
accomplish when you learn
how to Eat That Frog!
Frog Jul 26 2019 A NEW YORK
TIMES TOP BOOK OF 2015
WASHINGTON POST
NOTABLE BOOK The author of
Red Sorghum and China’s most
revered and controversial
novelist returns with his first
major publication since
winning the Nobel Prize In
2012, the Nobel committee
confirmed Mo Yan’s position as
one of the greatest and most
important writers of our time.
In his much-anticipated new
novel, Mo Yan chronicles the
sweeping history of modern
China through the lens of the
nation’s controversial one-child
policy. Frog opens with a
playwright nicknamed Tadpole
who plans to write about his
aunt. In her youth, Gugu—the
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

beautiful daughter of a famous
doctor and staunch
Communist—is revered for her
skill as a midwife. But when
her lover defects, Gugu’s own
loyalty to the Party is
questioned. She decides to
prove her allegiance by strictly
enforcing the one-child policy,
keeping tabs on the number of
children in the village, and
performing abortions on
women as many as eight
months pregnant. In sharply
personal prose, Mo Yan depicts
a world of desperate families,
illegal surrogates, forced
abortions, and the guilt of
those who must enforce the
policy. At once illuminating and
devastating, it shines a light
into the heart of communist
China.
African Dwarf Frogs As Pets.
Care, Tanks, Habitat, Food,
Diseases, Aquariums,
Shedding, Life Span, Feeding ,
Diet, All Included. African
Dwarf Frogs C Sep 07 2020 In
a straightforward, no-nonsense
fashion, Lang covers all
aspects of keepingAfrican
Dwarf Frogs. The guide is full
of sound advice and answers.
Online Library
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Frogs! Jul 18 2021 Presents an
introduction to frogs,
discussing their physical
characteristics, mating habits,
predators, and different
species.
From Tadpole to Frog May
28 2022 Wendy Pfeffer
describes the amazing
metamorphosis from tiny,
jellylike egg, to little fishy
tadpole, to great big bullfrog.
Holly Keller has created the
archetypal frog pond and we
see it through the seasons as
the tadpoles grow legs and
lungs and eventually hop onto
land: bullfrogs at last. "Welldesigned ink drawings washed
with soft-toned watercolors
stretch across the double-page
spreads, showing the action
above and below water level. . .
.an attractive, general
introduction."—BL. 1994 "Pick
of the Lists" (ABA) Best
Children's Science Books, 1994
(Science Books and Films)
Frogs Mar 14 2021 This book
introduces readers to the
unique features of frogs. Basic
information is covered, such as
life cycle, habitat, range, diet,
predators, and threats. Table of
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

contents, diagrams, interesting
facts, glossary, and index are
included. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Big Buddy
Books is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Growing Frogs Apr 02 2020
Learn about the transformation
from frogspawn to frog with
this fun, informative picture
book, part of the 'Nature
Storybooks' series. 'Growing
Frogs' supports the National
Curriculum Key Stage One and
Two.
Frogs Aug 07 2020 "Christina
Moore uses her talent for
storytelling to create a more
narrative-like tale....An
attractive offering for listening
centers and for young children
interested in nature and
science." -School Library
Journal
Life Cycle of a Frog Jul 30
2022 Describes the life cycle of
a frog from tadpole to adult.
Wood Frogs Apr 14 2021 It’s a
cool fall day in a forest. A tiny
brown wood frog hops under a
log and covers itself with
leaves. Soon, the sky turns
gray and snow beginsOnline
to fall.
Library
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When the snow touches the
frog, its body freezes solid! The
frog will spend the winter
hibernating in this frozen state.
In this dramatic and colorful
book, beginning readers will
learn all about what wood frogs
do in winter and the amazing
ways they survive—including
freezing solid in winter and
then thawing when the
weather gets warmer! Each 24page book features controlled
text with age-appropriate
vocabulary and simple
sentence construction. The
lively text, colorful design, and
exquisite photos are sure to
delight and engage emergent
readers.
Frogs and Toads Sep 19 2021
"Webbed feet. Slimy or dry.
Lives on dry land or in water.
Is it a frog or a toad? Learn
how these cold-blooded
animals are alike and how they
differ."--Provided by publisher.
The Life Cycle of a Frog Nov 29
2019 Simple text and
photographs present the life
cycle of frogs, from egg to
tadpole to full-grown frog.
A Tadpole Grows Up Dec 23
2021 Describes the life cycle of
a-frogs-life-time-for-kids-nonfiction-readers

tadpoles and how they
eventually become frogs.
Frogs Jul 06 2020 Awardwinning science writer
Seymour Simon takes readers
on a journey through a frog's
life cycle, from egg to tadpole
to grown frog in this engaging
nonfiction picture book.
Readers will learn about the
different types of frogs and
toads from all over the world!
Where do frogs live? How do
frogs eat and drink? How far
can they jump? Find out and
more in this beautiful picture
book ideal for young scientists
and animal-lovers filled with
fascinating facts, stunning fullcolor photographs, and an
underlying message of
ecological preservation.. This
book includes an author's note,
a glossary, and an index. An
excellent choice for classrooms
and homeschooling, Frogs
supports the Common Core
State Standards.
The Book of Frogs Jan 24 2022
What is a frog? -- Complex life
cycle -- An acoustic world -Frogs, toads & people -Population declines -Amphibian diseases --Online Library
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Distribution & classification -Why the number of frog
species is increasing -- The
frogs
Everything You Need to Know
About Frogs and Other
Slippery Creatures Jan 12 2021
Everything You Need to Know
About Frogs and Other
Slippery Creatures is a
fascinating read - not only do
you discover the basics of
reptile and amphibian
anatomy, you also learn about
the lives and times of a great
number of creatures: see how
they survive in lakes and
rivers, forests and deserts, and
how they have adapted to the
most inhospitable habitats.
Everything You Need to Know
About Frogs and Other
Slippery Creatures provides
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ideas for things to make,
games to play, quizzes, and
shocking facts to share with
your friends. It's everything
you need to know, and
everything you WANT to find
out.
Egg to Frog Dec 31 2019 How
does a frog grow? Follow the
journey through a frog's life
cycle, from the time the egg is
laid, through it stage as a
tadpole to becoming a fully
grown frog.
Life Cycle of a Frog, The Feb
10 2021 The life cycle of a frog
takes place in water and on
land. It begins in spring with a
male frog croaking a song to
attract a female. Young readers
will read about and watch an
egg develop into a tadpole and
then into an adult frog.
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